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1. Introduction 
 

In a previous article 1 , we illustrated how maintenance and enrichment of the ESCO 

occupations pillar can be supported by Artificial Intelligence (AI). The ability to link an external 

job title to an ESCO occupation concept is a significant component of this process2. 

 

Connecting a job title with an ESCO occupation is often not a trivial task. It can sometimes be 

done in a straightforward way: the job title ‘Senior Android developer’ can be related to 

‘Mobile application developer’ with sufficient confidence. In other cases this can be a more 

challenging exercise. One of the reasons for this is the size of the ESCO occupations pillar: 

with nearly 3000 occupations there is a certain level of detail in ESCO. A job title does not 

always reflect this same level of detail and in some circumstances a mix of different 

occupations might apply. Therefore, contextual information could be needed to connect 

external content in a more accurate way to the occupations pillar. 

 

In this part of the article series, we discuss the use of supporting information, e.g. tasks, 

knowledge and skills to connect data to ESCO occupations. First, we complement a job title 

with a single piece of additional information. We then examine the outcomes of entirely 

discarding the job title from the input, only leaving the context with a limited set of skills and 

tasks. Finally, we experiment with more raw input extracted from a job vacancy. 
 

  

2. Using context when suggesting occupations 

The first example below compares the top 3 occupations, as suggested by a machine learning 

model, when mapping the same job title in combination with different duties or knowledge. 

The input ‘Bar keeper’, without any additional context, results in a match with the ESCO 

concept ‘Bartender’. In fact, this ESCO concept contains ‘Bar keeper’ as an alternative term. 

Furthermore, the nature of the tasks the bartender is performing, allows to distinguish 

between the two more narrow occupations of this concept in ESCO, i.e. the concepts ‘Barista’ 

and ‘Cocktail bartender’. The results in the following table show that adding additional 

information has a direct impact on the output of the machine learning model.  

 
1 https://esco.ec.europa.eu/en/data-science-and-esco/leveraging-artificial-intelligence-maintain-esco-
occupations-pillar 
2 https://esco.ec.europa.eu/en/data-science-and-esco/leveraging-artificial-intelligence-update-esco-
occupations-pillar 
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Input: Bar keeper 

 

Additional input Score Output 

 

92 Bartender 

86 Cocktail bartender 

80 Club host/club hostess 

Serve coffee 

89 Barista 

85 Bartender 

84 Cocktail bartender 

Serve mojito 

85 Cocktail bartender 

84 Bartender 

76 Barista 

 

 

Alternatively, the same job title can have a very different meaning as illustrated by the 

following ‘Architect’ example. Adding the programming language ‘C#’ reveals that this is 

related to software engineering while adding ‘Landscaping’ puts it in the context of designing 

outdoor areas. This is reflected in the result of the machine learning approach. 

 

 

Input: Architect 

 

Additional input Score Output 

 

92 Architect 

88 Interior architect 

80 Architectural drafter 

C# 

80 Software architect 

72 Enterprise architect 

72 ICT system architect 

Landscaping 

87 Landscape designer 

86 Landscape architect 

83 Architect 

 

 

The last example shows the difference in occupation suggestions when mapping the input 

‘Quality Assurance Data Reviewer’. Without additional details a ‘Data quality specialist’ 

represents a reasonable suggestion for this job title. Adding more context in the form of 

‘Change Controls, CAPA and NOE for lab investigations, GMP compliance’ shifts the top 

suggestion to the pharmaceutical space, resulting in the occupation of ‘Pharmaceutical 

quality specialist’ as the highest ranked suggestion. Other context as ‘phone performance to 

ensure highest level of customer service’ results in the concept ‘Call centre quality auditor’. 
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Input: Quality Assurance Data Reviewer 

 

Additional input Score Output 

 

85 Data quality specialist 

82 Call centre quality auditor 

78 Pharmaceutical quality specialist 

Change Controls, CAPA and NOE for lab 

investigations, GMP compliance 

80 Pharmaceutical quality specialist 

78 Call centre quality auditor 

77 Data quality specialist 

Providing the voice of the customer and 

management of phone performance to 
ensure highest level of customer service 

86 Call centre quality auditor 

82 Customer service representative 

78 Live chat operator 

 

 

3. Relation between tasks, knowledge, skills and 

occupations 
 

In the previous section, we focused on providing additional context to support connecting a 

job title to an ESCO occupation. In this section we illustrate the use case of connecting the 

context directly to an ESCO occupation, thereby omitting the job title. The following four 

examples indirectly refer to different management occupations that can be distinguished by 

the role of the personnel that is being managed. Note that these examples are largely 

syntactically identical to show the partial effect of changing the staff occupation. As the 

results show, the two key parts of the input (i.e. ‘managing’ and the staff occupation) are 

reflected in the top suggestions of the machine learning model. 

 
Input: We are looking for someone to manage a team of five software developers 

Score Output 

86 Software manager 

74 Chief technology officer 

73 Software architect 

 

Input: We are looking for someone to manage a team of five accountants 

Score Output 

88 Accounting manager 

80 Financial controller 

79 Financial manager 

 

Input: We are looking for someone to manage a team of five sales representatives 

Score Output 

85 Sales manager 

75 Call centre supervisor 

73 Sales account manager 
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Input: We are looking for someone to manage a team of five grocery clerks 

Score Output 

85 Supermarket manager 

84 Retail department manager 

83 Delicatessen shop manager 

 

 

The underlying machine learning model is a black box model, but we can still mathematically 

explain its behaviour by deriving what drives its suggestions. To this end, we compute the 

parts of the input that have the largest contribution to the predicted suggestions. These 

continuous score contributions are mapped to a discrete four-level scale (white, yellow, 

orange, red) ranging from minimal impact to maximal impact. This result confirms that the 

key parts of the input are recognised resulting in the suggestions above. 

 

 

 
 

 

While the previous example was merely a controlled toy problem, the following tables provide 

representative examples where a single task can be associated with several occupations. For 

example, for the input ‘Strategic implementation and reviewing of annual marketing plans’ 

the machine learning approach identifies the senior aspect of this task by suggesting the 

occupations ‘Marketing manager’ and ‘Chief marketing officer’ from the marketing domain. 
 

Input: Strategic implementation and 

reviewing of annual marketing plans 
Input: Change bed linen 

Score Output Score Output 

82 Marketing manager 86 Linen room attendant 

81 Chief marketing officer 80 Laundry ironer 

80 Brand manager 80 Laundry worker 

78 Promotion manager 80 Laundromat attendant 

76 Marketeer 79 Room attendant 

 

Input: Review and audit loan files 
Input: Sell tanning packages, lotions and     

related products 

Score Output Score Output 

83 Mortgage loan underwriter 82 Tanning consultant 

81 Loan officer 76 Textile specialised seller 

79 Credit analyst 75 Shoe and leather accessories specialised seller 

77 Bankruptcy trustee 75 Market vendor 

75 Foreclosure specialist 74 Tobacco specialised seller 
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As the examples show, linking a single task with occupations is particularly insightful to 

understand what kind of information is captured by the machine learning model. However, 

in practice one should not look at tasks, skills and knowledge in such an isolated manner when 

connecting to ESCO occupations. Therefore, the following examples provide model 

suggestions for input that consists of a set of tasks, skills and knowledge. 

 
 

Input: Great interpersonal and 

communication skills, high standard of 

consultation documentation, create and 

facilitate appropriate nutritional groups 

Input: COVID-19, statistical analysis, vaccine 

Score Output Score Output 

87 Dietitian 83 Epidemiologist 

86 Weight loss consultant 78 Immunologist 

83 Shiatsu practitioner 78 Biometrician 

81 Prepared meals nutritionist 75 Pharmacologist 

80 Sophrologist 75 Statistician 

 

 

Input: Tree care work, tree pruning, 

knowledge of perennials, forestry 

Input: Electric power market for dams, 
geotechnical or structural engineering, dam 

engineering experience, energy projects 

Score Output Score Output 

87 Tree surgeon 85 Hydropower engineer 

85 Arboriculturist 81 Renewable energy engineer 

80 Forest worker 81 Wind energy engineer 

78 Forester 81 Energy engineer 

78 Garden labourer 80 Power distribution engineer 

 

4. Vacancy text as context 
 

The input phrases that were used for the examples in the previous sections can typically be 

found in real-world data, e.g. CVs, user profiles and vacancy descriptions. This section 

provides examples that extend the context to a full vacancy description3. 

 

Importantly, these data sources usually also contain a certain amount of content which does 

not, or to lower degree, contribute to the task of connecting it to an ESCO occupation. For 

example, a vacancy might contain a general paragraph about the employer, contact details, 

the application procedure, benefits and salary details. In some circumstances it could even 

have a negative impact on the task: terminology as ‘medical insurance’ or ‘wellness 

programmes’ as parts of work benefits could be harmful if not treated carefully. As such, it is 

crucial to make the model robust against this information during its development phase. 

 
3 https://ec.europa.eu/eures/portal/ 
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Input: Bakery Employee 

 

Additional input Score Output 

 96 Baker 

93 Baking operator 

92 Pastry maker 

90 Confectioner 

87 Bakery specialised seller 

As a bakery/deli and cheese salesperson, you will 
have the following duties: Baking Cutting and 

packaging products Making orders Fifo 

Replenishing the racks Keeping order and 
tidiness in your department Registering expired 

products and take them off the shelves Prepare 

what needs to be baked the next day Working 
with a tablet As a seller / saleswoman bakery / 

deli and cheese we are looking for someone with 

the following profile: You have a lot of 
perseverance and are stress resistant You have a 

preference for fresh bread (everything arrives 
fresh or frozen) You are a team player You feel 

involved with your department Is this vacancy 

calling your name? Do not hesitate to contact us. 

92 Bakery specialised seller 

87 Delicatessen specialised 
seller 

87 Confectionery specialised 

seller 

83 Fruit and vegetables 
specialised seller 

82 Meat and meat products 

specialised seller 

 

The example above represents a vacancy with the title ‘Bakery Employee’. Without additional 

information (left) the suggestions by the machine learning model include sales-oriented roles 

as ‘Bakery specialised seller’, as well as roles where the core task is producing baked goods 

like ‘Baking operator’ and ‘Baker’. By adding further details (right), it becomes clear that the 

role is more focussed on sales, but does include some baking and preparation tasks. Taking 

these details into account, we can see that the top suggestion shifts from ‘Baker’ to ‘Bakery 

specialised seller’. 

 

Given the amount of information in this description, it becomes even more relevant to be 

able to understand how the machine learning model comes to these suggestions. As before, 

we can compute a score which quantifies the impact of each word on the suggestions, ranging 

from minimal contribution (white) to maximal contribution (red). The result shows that 

phrases as ‘As a bakery/deli and cheese salesperson’, ‘seller / saleswoman bakery / deli and 

cheese’, ‘bread (everything arrives fresh or frozen)’ are contributing the most as one would 

expect. In addition, ‘the shelves Prepare’, ‘duties: Baking Cutting’ and ‘Replenishing the racks’ 

are also having an impact on the suggestions. On the contrary, the phrases ‘a team player 

You feel involved with your department Is this vacancy calling your name? Do not hesitate to 

contact us.’ turn out to be uninformative to derive the occupation. 
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We conclude this section by presenting some more examples of model suggestions for various 

vacancy descriptions. 

 

Indian Curry Chef 

 

Score Output 

83 Grill cook 

82 Cook 

82 Fish cook 

81 Private chef 

80 Diet cook 

 

Static Security Officer - Temporary - Part Time 

 
Score Output 

89 Gate guard 

89 Security guard 

85 Bodyguard 

85 Hospitality establishment security officer 

84 Security alarm investigator 
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Vehicle Trim Fitter 

 

Score Output 

87 Motor vehicle upholsterer 

85 Coachbuilder 

85 Motor vehicle body assembler 

83 Railway car upholsterer 

83 Restoration technician 

 

 

This article explained how ESCO is leveraging contextual information through occupation 

mapping for improving the occupations pillar. Developing this methodology is typically an 

iterative process. We followed a self-supervised learning approach for which the results were 

presented in this series of news articles. Recently, this approach was extended to the classical 

supervised learning approach for which we expect to publish more results and findings in the 

coming months. 

 

If you are an ESCO implementer and want to share your feedback, please get in touch via 

email at EMPL-ESCO-SECRETARIAT@ec.europa.eu, use our hashtag #ESCO_EU and join our 

online forum. 


